Site-dependent activity of atomic Ti catalysts in Al-based hydrogen storage materials.
Doping catalytically inactive materials with dispersed atoms of an active species is a promising route toward realizing ultradilute binary catalyst systems. Beyond catalysis, strategically placed metal atoms can accelerate a wide range of solid-state reactions, particularly in hydrogen storage processes. Here we analyze the role of atomic Ti catalysts in the hydrogenation of Al-based hydrogen storage materials. We show that Ti atoms near the Al surface activate gas-phase H(2), a key step toward hydrogenation. By controlling the placement of Ti, we have found that the overall reaction, comprising H(2) dissociation and H spillover onto the Al surface, is governed by a pronounced trade-off between lowering of the H(2) dissociation barrier and trapping of the products near the active site, with a sharp maximum in the overall activity for Ti in the subsurface layer. Our findings demonstrate the importance of controlling the placement of the active species in optimizing the activity of dilute binary systems.